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Abstract

The involvement of metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) subtypes in the generation of hippocampal EEG (30–100 Hz)
and behaviors induced by a hippocampal afterdischarge (AD) was examined in freely behaving rats. A hippocampal AD induced
an increase in gamma waves (30–100 Hz) for 20 min, accompanied by behavioral hyperactivity. Bilateral intracerebroventricular
(i.c.v.) infusion of (RS)-�-methyl-4-carboxyphenylglycine (MCPG), a group I and II mGluR antagonist, 30 min before a
hippocampal AD, significantly suppressed both the increase in gamma waves and the behavioral hyperactivity. The hippocampal
theta rhythm, the spontaneous hippocampal gamma waves, and evoked field potential oscillations of �40 Hz were not affected
by MCPG. Pre-infusion (i.c.v.) of (2S)-�-ethylglutamic acid (EGLU; a group II mGluR antagonist), but not (RS)-1-aminoindan-
1,5-dicarboxylic acid (AIDA; a group I mGluR antagonist), suppressed the postictal increase of both hippocampal gamma waves
and behaviors. MCPG was infused locally into different brain structures in order to specify its target sites. Intra-hippocampal
infusion of MCPG, or EGLU, blocked the increase in both gamma waves and behaviors. Infusion of MCPG into the nucleus
accumbens suppressed the postictal behavioral hyperactivity without affecting the increase in hippocampal gamma waves. MCPG
injected into the medial septum blocked neither postictal gamma activity nor behavioral hyperactivity. It is suggested that the
group II mGluRs in the hippocampus are involved in generation of the postictal hippocampal gamma waves, while behavioral
hyperactivity is partly mediated by mGluRs in the nucleus accumbens. However, spontaneous gamma and theta waves in the
normal hippocampus are not mediated by mGluRs. © 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

There has been intense interest in neural oscillations
of frequency �30–100 Hz, otherwise known as
gamma oscillations. In various sensory structures,
gamma rhythm has been proposed to be involved in
perception or sensory binding [23,63]. In the hippocam-
pus, the function of the gamma rhythm is not clear.
Hippocampal gamma rhythm is known to increase with

behavioral activation, in parallel with a theta rhythm
[14,35]. Lisman and Idiart [41] proposed that
hippocampal gamma oscillations may serve a
mnemonic function.

The characteristics of hippocampal gamma waves
vary greatly across different preparations. In the rat,
the spontaneous gamma activity is synchronous across
large areas of the hippocampus, and presumably inde-
pendently generated by CA3/CA1, hilar and entorhinal
cortical neurons [11,14,39,56]. In behaving rats, gamma
activity in CA1 is increased following a hippocampal
afterdischarge (AD) [33,42]; lasting upwards for 20 min
and accompanied by behavioral hyperactivity [33,42].
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We have found that a sepohippocampal pathway was
required for the increase in hippocampal gamma
waves [33,42], while the efferent projections from the
hippocampus to the nucleus accumbens mediated the
behavioral hyperactivity [44]. In contrast, gamma os-
cillations could be observed in vitro in an isolated
hippocampal slice after cholinergic [22] or tetanic
stimulation [13,67,68].

Metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) are
recognized as important modulators of synaptic plas-
ticity [6,17,25,47,58]. mGluR agonist, 1S,3R-aminocy-
clopentane dicarboxylic acid (ACPD), has been shown
to induce slow (�1 Hz) oscillations in some
hippocampal interneurons in vitro [48,50], or paroxys-
mal activity in vivo [59] and in vitro [49]. Group I/II
mGluR antagonist was reported to block the tetanus-
induced gamma oscillations in CA1 in vitro ([67,68];
but see [13]).

We hypothesize that the gamma oscillations in-
duced by a hippocampal AD in the rat are mediated
by mGluRs in the hippocampus, while postictal be-
haviors are mediated by mGluRs in the nucleus ac-
cumbens. The present studies are relevant for human
complex partial seizures of temporal lobe, and com-
monly hippocampal, origin [1,21,40,60]. The results of
this study suggest that some behavioral disruptions
following complex partial seizures may be ameliorated
by mGluR antagonists.

2. Animals and methods

The surgical and recording procedures have been
described elsewhere [42,44,45]. Briefly, under sodium
pentobarbital anesthesia, both sides of a male Long–
Evans rat were implanted with (1) two electrodes, re-
spectively, in the stratum radiatum and stratum
oriens of the hippocampal CA1 region (from bregma:
A −3.5, L �2.7 from skull surface: ventral from the
skull (V) −2.3 to 3.3; units in mm, according to the
stereotaxic atlas of Paxinos and Watson [55]) and (2)
a guide cannulae into (a) the lateral ventricle (A −
1.0, L �1.6, V −3.4), (b) the hippocampus (A −
4.0, L �2.0, V −3.4) or (c) the nucleus accumbens
(A 1.5, L �1.2 V, −6.9). In addition, one cannula
was implanted in the medial septum at A 0.7, L 0, V
−4.6. Two screws were implanted in the frontal skull
and cerebellum to serve as the stimulus anode and
recording reference, respectively.

Experiments started at least 7 days after surgery.
For the study of hippocampal EEG, the rat was al-
lowed to habituate in the recording cage (45 cm×23
cm×20 cm) and spontaneous EEGs were recorded
during awake immobility (when the rat held up its
head against gravity and showed no obvious body or
head movements) and ‘walking’ (horizontal locomo-

tion, rearing, turning and large postural changes). A
hippocampal AD was induced by a 1 s, 200 Hz train
of stimulus pulses (0.1 ms duration) delivered catho-
dally to stratum radiatum of the contralateral CA1,
at an intensity of 3× the commissural response
threshold. The latter threshold was defined as the
minimal stimulus intensity (in �A) that induced a visi-
ble commissural evoked potential. EEGs were
recorded at fixed times (3–10 min) after the stimulus
irrespective of behaviors, and behavioral activities
were recorded by a camera and stored on videotape.
The number of occurrences of four types of behaviors
were counted: (1) rearing; (2) locomotion—number of
horizontal movements in which the body of the rat
traversed three quarters of the long side of the cage;
(3) wet dog shake; and (4) face wash [42,44]. Com-
missural evoked potential in CA1 was recorded fol-
lowing single-pulse stimulation of the contralateral
CA1 stratum radiatum (1.5× threshold intensity; 0.1
ms duration). A commissural evoked potential gener-
ated by apical dendritic excitation appeared negative
at stratum radiatum and positive at an electrode dor-
sal to the CA1 cell layer [32]; final confirmation of
the electrode location was made in the histological
sections of the brain. Average evoked potentials
(eight sweeps) were acquired selectively during walk-
ing or immobility [32]. The mean amplitude of nega-
tive component of evoked potentials before and after
i.c.v. injection of MCPG was compared by paired
t-test.

The EEG was filtered between 0.3 and 100 Hz and
recorded on a polygraph (Grass 7D). For computer
analysis, EEG was sampled at 200 Hz and 4–6 seg-
ments of 1024 points were used to construct a power
spectrum [39]. Gamma rhythm power was measured
by the mean integrated power in the frequency band
of 30–100 Hz (sum of power within the frequency
band divided by the bandwidth). Theta rhythm was
evaluated by the peak power in the 5–10 Hz fre-
quency range [39]. In this study, the calibration of the
log EEG power was 5.7 log units=0.5 mV peak-to-
peak sine wave.

Drugs used in this experiment were (RS)-�-methyl-
4-carboxyphenylglycine (MCPG; RBI, Natick, MA),
(RS)-1-aminoindan-1,5-dicarboxylic acid (AIDA;
Tocris Balwin, MO), and (2S)-�-ethylglutamic acid
(EGLU; Tocris Balwin, MO). All drugs were initially
dissolved in a small amount of 1 M NaOH (about 10
�l for 5 mg of MCPG, and 10 mg of AIDA or
EGLU) and further diluted with 0.9% saline, the
same ratio of NaOH and saline was used as vehicle.
The dose for each drug was chosen according to our
preliminary experimental results (see Section 3). The
same rats were used for both vehicle and drug injec-
tions in a random order. Except for medial septal
injections (at the midline), all injections were done
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bilaterally. EEGs were recorded 30 min after intracere-
bral (i.c.v.) injections, 40 min after hippocampal injec-
tions (to allow diffusion within the spatially extensive
hippocampal structure) and 15 min after nucleus accum-
bens or medial septum injections.

Statistical analyses were performed using paired t-test
(two-tailed), one-way or two-way repeated measure anal-
ysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by Tukey’s post hoc
test. P-values of �0.05 were considered to be statisti-
cally significant. The sites of cannula injection and the
electrodes were verified histologically in 40 �m frozen
sections of the brain stained with thionin.

3. Results

3.1. Effects of �entricular injection of MCPG on
spontaneous hippocampal EEGs and beha�iors

In a normal rat, a regular hippocampal theta rhythm
(6–10 Hz) was found during walking (Figs. 1 and 2).
Irregular slow waves dominated the hippocampal EEG
during awake immobility (Fig. 1). Hippocampal gamma
waves (30–100 Hz) were slightly higher during walking
than immobility, however, this difference was only ap-
parent in the power spectra of the EEGs (Fig. 2A2; Fig.

Fig. 1. Hippocampal gamma rhythm was enhanced after a hippocampal AD, and blocked by intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) injection of a
metabotropic glutamate receptor antagonist MCPG. Raw EEG traces are shown for a representative rat, in a pair of traces (right of the vertical
line) recorded at CA1 stratum radiatum and stratum oriens, respectively. A. EEGs were recorded in row 1, before injection of vehicle; row 2,
about 30 min after injection; and row 3, about 5 min after a hippocampal AD. Vehicle was (NaOH+saline) bilaterally injected into the lateral
ventricles (i.c.v.). B. Same as A except MCPG (1 �mol in NaOH+saline) instead of vehicle was injected into i.c.v. Note the presence of theta
rhythm, with approximately reversed phase, across the pairs of electrodes. The increase in the hippocampal gamma waves (*) is indicated in A3
after vehicle and AD, but suppressed by MCPG in B3.
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Fig. 2. Metabotropic glutamate receptor antagonist MCPG (i.c.v.) blocked postictal but not normal gamma oscillations. Commissural evoked
potentials (row 1) and EEG power spectra (rows 2 and 3) are shown for a representative rat. A. Following injection of vehicle (control), (1)
average evoked potentials (n=8) in CA1 stratum radiatum following commissural stimulation showed behavior-dependent oscillations during
walking (solid trace) but not immobility (dotted trace). (2) Logarithmic power spectra of EEG recorded in CA1 stratum radiatum before an AD
showed increased gamma (�) power above �40 Hz during walking (solid trace) as compared to immobility (dotted trace). (3) Gamma power at
the 30–90 Hz range was increased (*) after (solid trace) as compared to before (dotted trace) a hippocampal AD. B. Same layout as A except
following i.c.v. injection of MCPG. The behavior-dependent oscillations in the evoked potential (row 1) or in the EEG before an AD (row 2) were
larger during walking than immobility as in control, but the postictal increase in gamma activity was abolished by MCPG (row 3).

3A1) but not in the raw traces (Fig. 1). The mean power
in the 11–29 Hz range was not different between walking
and immobility (Fig. 2).

Stimulation of commissural fibers resulted in a poten-
tial with two negative components (N1 and N2) in CA1
stratum radiatum (Fig. 2 row 1). In agreement with a
previous study [32], N1 was smaller, and the peak of N2
was sharper and earlier during walking than immobility

(Fig. 2). MCPG (1 �mol/5 �l/side i.c.v.) had no signifi-
cant effect on N1 and N2 amplitudes for a fixed behavior
(immobility or walking). Nor did MCPG alter the change
of N1 and N2 with behavior.

Spontaneous hippocampal gamma waves did not dif-
fer before and after i.c.v. injection of MCPG or vehicle
for a fixed behavior (walking or immobility; Fig. 1).
MCPG did not significantly affect the spontaneous
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hippocampal EEG power measured at any frequency
band (not shown). The power of gamma EEG increased
during walking than immobility in vehicle- as well as
MCPG-injected rats (Fig. 2 row 2).

3.2. Effects of �entricular injection of MCPG on postictal
EEGs and beha�iors

ADs were evoked by high frequency stimulation.
There was no significant difference in the primary AD
(first bout of AD) duration between vehicle- and MCPG-
(1 �mol/5–10 �l/side i.c.v.) treated rats (Table 1), which
measured 23�3 and 25�5 s, respectively. The sec-
ondary AD (second bout of AD after a silent period [33])
was short in this group rats (mean�3 s), and not
different between vehicle and MCPG injections.

A rat typically arrested its behavior during the primary
hippocampal AD and remained immobile immediately
after the AD. At �30 s after the primary AD, typically
around the occurrence of the secondary AD, a few wet

dog shakes would be made, followed by locomotion and
rearing in the recording cage for 10–20 min, intermixed
sometimes with face wash, grooming, sniffing and dig-
ging.

In vehicle (i.c.v.) injected rats, hippocampal gamma
waves were significantly increased in CA1 at 5–20 min
after a hippocampal AD (Fig. 1A3; Fig. 2A3; Fig. 3A2).
The latter increase was larger at the stratum radiatum (*
in Fig. 1A3) than oriens electrode. The period of in-
creased gamma activity generally concurred with that of
behavioral hyperactivity. However, postictal gamma
waves were not precisely correlated with the moment-to-
moment behavior like the theta rhythm, and when the
rat was momentarily immobile, large gamma waves
could be still observed (Fig. 1A3 right).

Intraventricular injection of MCPG (1 �mol/side)
significantly suppressed the postictal increase in
hippocampal gamma waves [F(1,5)=7.21, P�0.05]. The
gamma activity recorded at 5 and 10 min after the AD
was significantly smaller after MCPG as compared to

Fig. 3. EGLU partially blocked postictal hippocampal gamma activity. Logarithmic power spectra of EEG recorded in the stratum radiatum of
CA1 in a representative rat following an AD with 5 �l of vehicle i.c.v. injection (A) or EGLU in dose of 1 �mol/5 �l (B). Vehicle or EGLU was
injected i.c.v. bilaterally before induction of a hippocampal AD. Row 1: overlaid power spectra after injection of vehicle (A) or EGLU (B) during
walking (black trace) and immobility (dotted trace), before a hippocampal AD. Row 2: overlaid power spectra during walking before (dotted
trace) and after (black trace) a hippocampal AD after vehicle (A) or EGLU injection (B).
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Table 1
The mean (�SEM) duration of hippocampal AD pretreated with
different drugs or vehicles

Primary AD (s) Secondary ADInjected areasDrugs
(s)

MCPG (6) 20�5i.c.v. 0�0
Vehicle (6) 23�3i.c.v 3�3

22�3Hippocampus 19�4MCPG (7)
HippocampusVehicle (7) 23�2 17�3

22�5N. Acb. 16�4MCPG (6)
27�5Vehicle (6) 18�4N. Acb.
22�3i.c.v. 14�3EGLU (8)

i.c.v.Vehicle (8) 30�4 13�4
30�3i.c.v. 5�3AIDA (6)

i.c.vVehicle (6) 30�4 3�3
EGLU (6) 32�4*Hippocampus 17�5

26�4 21�4HippocampusVehicle (6)

Numbers in the parentheses indicate the number of rats for each
treatment. Abbreviations: AIDA, (RS)-1-aminoindan-1,5-dicar-
boxylic acid; EGLU, (2S)-�-ethylglutamic acid; i.c.v., intracere-
broventricular; MCPG, (RS)-�-methyl-4-carboxyphenylglycine; N.
Acb., nucleus accumbens. *P�0.05 different from vehicle.

and locomotor activities were also significantly sup-
pressed by intra-hippocampal injection of MCPG as
compared to vehicle (Fig. 5C1). However, the reduc-
tion of the number of postictal wet dog shakes and
face washes by MCPG did not reach the level of
statistical significance.

Infusion of MCPG locally into the nucleus accum-
bens significantly suppressed postictal behavior in-
duced by a hippocampal AD. A MCPG dose of 4.78
nmol/0.5 �l did not significantly suppress the occur-
rence of postictal behaviors compared with vehicle in-
jection (n=6). However, a MCPG dose of 95.6
nmol/0.5 �l significantly suppressed most postictal be-
haviors including rear, locomotion and face wash
(n=6; Fig. 6B). Neither dose of MCPG injected in
the accumbens affected the spontaneous or postictal
hippocampal gamma waves (Fig. 6A).

3.4. Effects of �entricular injection of group I or group
II mGluR antagonist

Since MCPG is a non-specific mGluR antagonist,
involvement of group I or II mGluRs in the genera-
tion of postictal hippocampal gamma activity and be-
haviors was not distinguished. To achieve the latter
goal, a group I mGluR antagonist AIDA and a
group II mGluR antagonist EGLU were used.

Intraventricular injection of AIDA in a dose of 0.5
�mol/5 �l/side had no effects on either hippocampal
EEGs or postictal behaviors (n=6; not shown).
Higher concentration of AIDA (1 �mol/5 �l) induced
ADs in the hippocampus. In addition, it induced ab-
normal behaviors such as backward walking in four
out of six rats. Typically, at 15–20 min after injection
of the drug, the animal started to nod its head re-
peatedly with the body immobile. After about 1–2
min of head nodding, the rat stood on four limbs
with head turned to the ceiling and walked back-
wards for 2–3 min. The hippocampal AD usually
preceded the nodding.

In a subsequent experiment, eight rats were used to
evaluate the effects of i.c.v. EGLU, postictal
hippocampal EEGs and behaviors. EGLU in a dose
of 0.5 �mol/5 �l/side did not induce a marked effect
on either postictal hippocampal gamma activity or
postictal behaviors (n=8). However, EGLU in a
higher dose of 1 �mol/5 �l/side significantly sup-
pressed the postictal increase in hippocampal gamma
waves at 5 min after a hippocampal AD [F(1,7)=
90.58; P�0.01] (Figs. 3 and 4A row 2). The higher
EGLU dose (1 �mol/5 �l) also significantly sup-
pressed behavioral hyperactivity, including locomo-
tion, rearing, face wash as compared to
vehicle-injected rats (Fig. 4B row 2). However, EGLU
did not significantly suppress the occurrence of postic-
tal wet dog shake.

vehicle injection (Fig. 4A1, n=6; P�0.01). A lower
dose of MCPG (100 nmol/5–10 �l) did not signifi-
cantly affect postictal gamma activity or behaviors
(n=5, data not shown).

The effect of MCPG on postictal behaviors was
shown in Fig. 4B1. MCPG (1 �mol/5 �l/side i.c.v.)
significantly suppressed the occurrences of postictal
rearing (t=4.57; P�0.01, paired t-test), locomotion
(t=3.53; P�0.05), wet dog shake (t=2.91; P�0.05)
and face wash (t=4.48; P�0.01), as compared to
vehicle injection.

3.3. Effects of local injection of MCPG on
hippocampal EEGs and postictal beha�iors

The above results suggest a role of MCPG in medi-
ating postictal gamma activity and behavioral hyper-
activity. Subsequent experiments were carried out to
distinguish the possible target sites of MCPG by local
infusion of the drug into the medial septum, the
hippocampus and the nucleus accumbens.

Infusion of MCPG in a dose of 200 nmol/0.6 �l
into the medial septum 15 min prior to a hippocam-
pal AD did not have a significant effect on the pos-
tictal hippocampal gamma activity or behaviors, as
compared to vehicle-injected rats (n=6, data not
shown).

Injection of MCPG (200 nmol/2 �l) bilaterally into
the hippocampus significantly suppressed the postictal
increase in gamma waves [F(1,6)=12.06; P�0.02] as
compared to vehicle injected rats (n=7). As shown in
Fig. 5A1, hippocampal gamma waves increased sig-
nificantly after a hippocampal AD in vehicle-injected
rats but not in MCPG-injected rats. Postictal rearing
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3.5. Effects of local injection of EGLU on hippocampal
EEGs and postictal beha�iors

EGLU was locally infused into both sides of the
hippocampus 30–40 min before a hippocampal AD
was given. At a dose of 200 nmol/2 �l, EGLU in the
hippocampus did not affect postictal gamma activity or
behaviors (n=3, data not shown). However, EGLU at
dose of 500 nmol/2 �l significantly suppressed the in-
crease in gamma waves recorded at 5 and 10 min after
the AD [F(1,5)=8.63; P�0.05] (Fig. 5A row 2). In
addition, the occurrence of postictal locomotion and
rear, but not face wash or wet dog shake, was also
significantly suppressed by EGLU (Fig. 5C row 2).

4. Discussion

4.1. Hippocampal mGluRs were in�ol�ed in postictal
gamma and beha�ioral hyperacti�ity

The present study demonstrated that hippocampal
mGluRs were activated by a hippocampal AD. MCPG
injected into the lateral ventricles suppressed the postic-
tal increase in hippocampal gamma waves and behav-
ioral hyperactivity. Intracerebral injections of MCPG
into the hippocampus, but not into the medial septum
or the nucleus accumbens, suppressed the postictal
increase of hippocampal gamma waves and some be-
haviors. Thus, it is suggested that the increase of postic-

Fig. 4. Hippocampal postictal gamma waves (A) and postictal behaviors (B) were suppressed by MCPG (row 1) or by group II mGluR antagonist
EGLU (row 2) injected bilaterally i.c.v. Mean and one standard error of the mean (error bar) are shown. (A) Logarithmic gamma power
integrated from 30 to 100 Hz before and after vehicle/drug injection, and then after an AD for MCPG (row 1) or EGLU (row 2) experiments.
*P�0.05, **P�0.01, difference from walking immediately before the AD (after injections; Tukey’s post hoc test after two-way ANOVA).
*P�0.05; **P�0.01 different between vehicle- and drug (either MCPG or EGLU)-injected rats (Tukey’s post hoc test after two-way ANOVA).
(B) Row 1: postictal behaviors were suppressed significantly by MCPG, as compared to vehicle injections. Behavioral occurrences were counted
for 10 min immediately after a hippocampal AD. *P�0.05; **P�0.01 difference between vehicle- and MCPG-injected rats (paired t-test). (B)
Row 2: postictal behaviors were suppressed by EGLU, as compared to vehicle injections. *P�0.05; **P�0.01 difference between vehicle- and
EGLU-injected rats (paired t-test).
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Fig. 5. Bilateral injection of MCPG (row 1) or EGLU (row 2) into the hippocampus (as compared to vehicle injection) reduced hippocampal
gamma power (A) and postictal behaviors (B). A. Logarithm of integrated gamma of 30–100 Hz at various time before/after injection and after
AD. *P�0.05, **P�0.01 difference between after as compared to before injection (walking) before a hippocampal AD but after injections
(Tukey’s post hoc test after two-way ANOVA). **P�0.01 difference between vehicle- and MCPG-injected rats (Tukey’s post hoc test after
two-way ANOVA). B. Logarithmic power spectra of EEG in a representative rat before (dotted trace) and after (dark trace) a hippocampal AD
following vehicle (a) or MCPG (b) injections. Row 2: same as row 1 EGLU (200 nmol) instead of MCPG was injected into the hippocampus.
C. Postictal behaviors were suppressed by MCPG (row 1) or EGLU (row 2) injected bilaterally into hippocampus, as compared to vehicle
injections. The number of occurrences of postictal rearing and horizontal activity decreased significantly when MCPG was given as compared to
vehicle injections. *P�0.05, **P�0.01 difference between vehicle- and MCPG-injected rats (paired t-test).

tal hippocampal gamma waves was mediated by
hippocampal mGluRs, and this increase was blocked by
either i.c.v. or local MCPG injections.

While MCPG suppressed the postictal gamma waves,
it had no discernable effect on the spontaneous gamma
oscillations. The latter included the spontaneous gamma
waves and the 20–50 Hz oscillations of the commissural
evoked potentials in CA1. Thus, evoked or spontaneous
gamma waves in the normal hippocampus, possibly
generated by a common mechanism [35], were not
primarily mediated by mGluRs.

We infer that group II but not group I mGluRs was
involved in the increase in hippocampal gamma waves.
This inference is based on the result that EGLU, a group
II mGluR antagonist, injected i.c.v. or intra-hippocam-

pally suppressed the increase in gamma waves and the
locomotor hyperactivity. The group I mGluR antagonist
AIDA did not affect postictal hippocampal gamma
waves or behavioral hyperactivity. EGLU was a specific
group II mGluR antagonist, with no detectable action on
group III mGluRs [26] or group I mGluRs. AIDA was
a selective mGluR1 antagonist with no mGluR2 antag-
onism on transfected BHK cells [53]. AIDA dose of
0.1–1 nmol i.c.v. was reported to affect analgesia and
spontaneous movements in mice [53]. A higher dose of
AIDA (0.5 �mol i.c.v.) was reported to suppress seizures
in various models [19,65], but it did not affect AD
duration in this study (Table 1).

For an AD of �15 s duration, the AD duration has
no apparent relation with gamma waves or postictal
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behaviors. Intra-hippocampal injection of EGLU sig-
nificantly enhanced AD duration (Table 1) but blocked
postictal gamma waves and behavioral hyperactivity.

We suggest that a hippocampal AD releases high
levels of glutamate that activate a hippocampal gamma
rhythm, mainly through group II mGluRs. The specific
mechanisms underlying the oscillation are not known.
The gamma waves form a dipole field, with a reversal
near the CA1 cell layer [33], suggesting that pyramidal
cells are the current generators. CA1 pyramidal cells
may oscillate during the depolarization [38] by group II
mGluR activation. However, evidence of direct princi-
pal cell depolarization was found for group I [8] but not
group II mGluR agonists, while indirect depolarization

by disinhibition appears more likely in CA3 than CA1
[52,57]. Group II mGluRs may depolarize some in-
hibitory interneurons [48,50,69] and induce oscillations
in an interneuronal network [27,68]. Similar to the
blockade of group II mGluRs, blockade of muscarinic
cholinergic receptors or inactivation of the septo-
hippocampal cholinergic afferents also suppressed the
postictal hippocampal gamma rhythm [33,42]. Group II
mGluRs were reported to enhance cholinergic release in
the prefrontal cortex of spontaneously hypertensive rats
[62], perhaps explaining the result that blockade of
either cholinergic receptors or mGluRs suppressed the
postictal hippocampal gamma waves. Activation of ei-
ther cholinergic receptors [22] or mGluRs [67,68] in-
duced gamma oscillations in vitro.

The highest density of group II mGluRs in the
hippocampus was located at the presynaptic terminals
of the mossy fiber or the perforant path (entorhinal)
projections to the hippocampus [64]. Activation of the
latter mGluRs resulted in suppression of transmission
across the perforant path synapses [28], presumably by
presynaptic inhibition of glutamate release. Entorhinal
lesion resulted in a large increase in 20–50 Hz gamma
waves in CA1 (and CA3) [14], suggesting that suppres-
sion of entorhinal transmission may induce CA1
gamma waves. However, entorhinal to dentate gyrus
transmission was maximally depressed for �4 min
after a hippocampal AD (Leung, unpublished data)
while postictal gamma activity persisted for �15 min.

Hippocampal gamma activity was induced by tetanic
stimulation in the hippocampal slice in vitro, in the
absence of iontropic glutamate transmission [67,68].
The mediation of the in vitro gamma activity by
mGluRs was suggested [67] but this was not later
confirmed [13], reportedly because of the use of differ-
ent stimulus sites. It is likely that the postictal gamma
activity is more complicated in vivo than in vitro be-
cause of involvement of principal neurons [34] and of
other structures within and outside of the hippocampus
[15,33].

Activation of hippocampal group II mGluRs may
result in long-term synaptic plasticity [7,17,25,47]. Dur-
ing seizures, group II mGluRs may mediate protection
against cell death [12] or a reduction of activity-depen-
dent long-term potentiation [37].

Group I mGluR antagonist AIDA (1 �mol i.c.v.)
induced a hippocampal AD and backward walking.
However, backward walking did not accompany the
hippocampal AD evoked by electrical stimulations
[33,44,45] or chemical convulsants including kainic
acid, pilocarpine and N-methyl-D-aspartate ([45] and
unpublished data). AIDA i.c.v. may induce seizures
arising from the perirhinal cortex, which could be ac-
companied by backward walking [61].

Fig. 6. Postictal behaviors but not postictal hippocampal gamma
waves were suppressed by MCPG injected into the nucleus accum-
bens. A. Logarithmic integrated hippocampal gamma power before
or after AD was not affected by bilateral MCPG injection in the
nucleus accumbens. B. Postictal behaviors (10 min after AD) were
suppressed by MCPG injected bilaterally into nucleus accumbens, as
compared to vehicle injections. The number of occurrences of postic-
tal rearing, locomotion and face wash decreased significantly after the
nucleus accumbens was injected with MCPG as compared to vehicle.
*P�0.05; ***P�0.005 difference between vehicle- and MCPG-in-
jected rats (paired t-test).
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Fig. 7. Working model of behavioral hyperactivity mediated by postictal hippocampal gamma rhythm. The hippocampus receives afferents
containing acetylcholine (Ach) and �-aminobutyric acid (GABA) from the medial septum. Intrinsic circuitry of interneurons (INT) and pyramidal
cells (PYR) in hippocampal CA1 mediate a gamma rhythm after a hippocampal AD, activated by mGluRs. Gamma activity is shown
superimposed on a theta rhythm; the amplitude of the theta rhythm is not changed by an AD. Hippocampo-accumbens terminals release
glutamate (Glu) that activates mGluRs in the nucleus accumbens, which subsequent mediate postictal behaviors. See text for discussion.

4.2. The medial septal mGluRs were not in�ol�ed in
postictal hippocampal gamma wa�es

The medial septum controls the hippocampal EEG
through cholinergic and GABAergic afferents
[4,10,16,31,35,66]. Muscimol or procaine inactivation of
the medial septum suppressed hippocampal theta
[10,54], hippocampal gamma waves and postictal be-
haviors [42,43], MCPG injection into the medial septum
did not block hippocampal gamma waves or postictal
behaviors.

4.3. The mGluRs in nucleus accumbens mediate
locomotor acti�ity

Injection of MCPG into the nucleus accumbens
blocked postictal behaviors but not hippocampal
gamma waves in a dose-dependent manner. Thus, it is
inferred that the mGluR activation in the nucleus ac-
cumbens is necessary for postictal behaviors. Both
group I and II mGluRs may be involved, as suggested
by the complete blockade of postictal behaviors by
local injection of MCPG. This finding is consistent with
previous studies of the role of mGluRs in the nucleus
accumbens in motor behaviors. Microinfusion of
mGluR agonist into the nucleus accumbens resulted in
hyperactivity, which was blocked by dopamine receptor
antagonist [5,29] and intra-accumbens infusion of
MCPG blocked the behavioral hyperactivity induced
by dopamine agonists [29]. D2 receptor antagonist also
blocked the postictal behavioral hyperactivity [44].

4.4. Hippocampo-nucleus accumbens pathway mediate
postictal beha�iors

We hypothesize that the postictal hippocampal
gamma activity drives the increase in postictal increase
in locomotion and rearing. Suppression of the postictal
increase of hippocampal gamma by local hippocampal

injection of MCPG or EGLU blocked the postictal
increase in locomotion and rearing. However, the in-
crease in wet dog shakes and face washes may not be
related to hippocampal mGluR activation, since this
increase was not blocked by hippocampal injections of
MCPG or EGLU. Wet dog shakes were reported to be
mediated by dentate granule cells [24].

Our working model is that the firing of hippocampal
neurons releases glutamate from hippocampal-accum-
bens axon terminals [9], likely during and following a
hippocampal AD (Fig. 7). Activation of mGluRs in the
nucleus accumbens is necessary for the mediation of
postictal behaviors, as shown in this study. Local injec-
tion of MCPG in the nucleus accumbens blocked pos-
tictal behavioral hyperactivity but not the postictal
hippocampal gamma, suggesting that the nucleus ac-
cumbens is downstream from the hippocampus in medi-
ating the postictal behavioral effects. A pathway from
nucleus accumbens to the ventral pallidum/subpallidum
[44] and the midbrain locomotor region [51] may medi-
ate the increase in horizontal and vertical movements.
Sensorimotor gating or prepulse inhibition [18,30] was
also deficient during the period of enhanced postictal
gamma activity (Ma and Leung, unpublished data).

The present study did not evaluate the participation
of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors on
hippocampal postictal gamma activity or behaviors.
Leung and Desborough [36] showed that an NMDA
receptor antagonist, 2-amino-5-phophonovaleric acid,
decreased the hippocampal fast EEG (gamma) during
walking. Whether mGluR antagonists may interact
with NMDA receptors [20] in mediating postictal
hippocampal gamma activity needs further studies.

The connections of the limbic system are maintained
in evolution [46], and the nucleus accumbens is a major
hippocampal output in humans as in rats [3]. It has
been suggested that a temporal lobe seizure in human
would result in behavioral disruptions similar to those
in rats [2,21,40]. Other than being important for under-
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standing postictal neural plasticity, mGluRs may also
hold promise for the treatment of the undesirable be-
havioral disruptions after temporal lobe seizures.
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